Festivals and Events

CALENDAR OF EVENTS
No matter what the season, we love to celebrate and hold events in Vernon. There's always something happening here. The calendar is
updated on a regular basis so pick a season, pick an event, and enjoy!
For more events, visit the Vernon Morning Star's Community Calendar or the City of Vernon's Event Calendar.

Tuesday, February 23, 2021
Art &amp; Soul  Exhibition at the VPAG by SD#22 Secondary Students
Date and Time: Tuesday, February 23 10:00 a.m.  5:00 p.m.

Art & Soul SD#22 Secondary Students
Art and Soul is the annual exhibition by School District 22 Secondary Students. Artwork
created by the students, displays a maturity of handling various mediums and more
importantly, demonstrates a strong conceptual approach.

Join us at the Vernon Public Art Gallery to view this exhibition.
Monday  Friday 10:00  5:00
Saturday  11:00  4:00

We Cannot Say It Is There, And Yet We Cannot Say It Isn't  Exhibition at the VPAG by Scott Bertram
Date and Time: Tuesday, February 23 10:00 a.m.  5:00 p.m.

Scott Bertram is introducing a new body of largescale abstract paintings in the exhibition titled We Cannot Say It Is There, And Yet We Cannot Say It
Isn’t at the Vernon Public Art Gallery. The paintings in the exhibition are very enigmatic and autonomous in that they do not reference the known world in any
way. Formally, the paintings are akin to other nonrepresentational structures which reference and construct deep space. Bertram’s paintings are
ambiguous in the sense that they portray space which is often contradictory and the visual structures do not lend themselves to verbal interpretations
which is always an issue with nonrepresentational abstraction. This fact is also reflected in Bertram’s mode of operation while creating images without a
preconceived idea what the painting will look like once considered finished.
His painting process relies on setting up circumstances for the chance and accidents to occur, then accepts the outcomes as a partial solution of his
pictorial propositions.
We acknowledge the support of the Canada Council for the Arts.

Visit the Vernon Public Art Gallery to view this exhibition.
Monday  Friday 10:00  5:00
Saturday  11:00  4:00

Pasta &amp; Beer Specials @ Pallino's (Predator Ridge Resort)
Date and Time: Tuesday, February 23 11:00 a.m.  9:30 p.m.
Every Tuesday enjoy 30% off on all pasta dishes at Pallino's. Plus pair it along with our $25 6 pack drink special.

Place your order for pickup or for free delivery to any Predator Ridge address.
Place your order online or call us at: (250) 5033405

Wednesday, February 24, 2021
Art &amp; Soul  Exhibition at the VPAG by SD#22 Secondary Students
Date and Time: Wednesday, February 24 10:00 a.m.  5:00 p.m.

Art & Soul SD#22 Secondary Students
Art and Soul is the annual exhibition by School District 22 Secondary Students. Artwork
created by the students, displays a maturity of handling various mediums and more
importantly, demonstrates a strong conceptual approach.
Join us at the Vernon Public Art Gallery to view this exhibition.
Monday  Friday 10:00  5:00
Saturday  11:00  4:00

We Cannot Say It Is There, And Yet We Cannot Say It Isn't  Exhibition at the VPAG by Scott Bertram
Date and Time: Wednesday, February 24 10:00 a.m.  5:00 p.m.

Scott Bertram is introducing a new body of largescale abstract paintings in the exhibition titled We Cannot Say It Is There, And Yet We Cannot Say It
Isn’t at the Vernon Public Art Gallery. The paintings in the exhibition are very enigmatic and autonomous in that they do not reference the known world in any
way. Formally, the paintings are akin to other nonrepresentational structures which reference and construct deep space. Bertram’s paintings are
ambiguous in the sense that they portray space which is often contradictory and the visual structures do not lend themselves to verbal interpretations
which is always an issue with nonrepresentational abstraction. This fact is also reflected in Bertram’s mode of operation while creating images without a
preconceived idea what the painting will look like once considered finished.
His painting process relies on setting up circumstances for the chance and accidents to occur, then accepts the outcomes as a partial solution of his
pictorial propositions.
We acknowledge the support of the Canada Council for the Arts.

Visit the Vernon Public Art Gallery to view this exhibition.
Monday  Friday 10:00  5:00
Saturday  11:00  4:00

It's Amore Deal @ Pallino's (Predator Ridge Resort)
Date and Time: Wednesday, February 24 11:00 a.m.  9:30 p.m.
Every Wednesday enjoy our Italiano dinner special at Pallino's. Enjoy any pasta + any pizza + a bottle of Giorgio & Gianni Negroamaro wine
(Puglia, Italy) for just $49.95.
Place your order for pickup or for free delivery to any Predator Ridge address.
Place your order online or call us at: (250) 5033405

Youth Snowshoe Club @ Dialed Rides
Date and Time: Wednesday, February 24 04:00 p.m.  5:30 p.m.

Join the club for a weekly guided snowshoe adventure  Wednesday 45:30 pm
Starts: January 13th to March 17th (10 sessions) $225

Locations: A location calendar is being finalized and subject to weather conditions and access. Please anticipate hikes taking place at Ellison,
Kalamalka Lake, SilverStar and Predator Ridge.

What to Expect:
A fun hike (on snowshoes) thru forests, meadows and it wouldn’t be Vernon if we didn’t have hills to climb and slide back down! You should like
spending time outdoors, nature and hiking, on hilly terrain, for up to 2 hours.

What you need:
Snowshoes
Face coverings
may be removed while we are hiking but are to be carried by all participants and instructors and need to be donned should we need to
physically assist, be within 2M, or while indoors.
Winter Clothing
boots
gloves
toque
snow/wind/rain shell
warm layers (we will start out cold but usually get warm quickly).
headlamp
water, snack
pack to carry your things
Optional – poles
Click here to register.
Registration fees will be refunded if we cannot run the program due to COVID19. If the sessions are cancelled, midstream, we will refund $15
per missed session.
We may be able to assist with rental snowshoes or headlamps, please inquire.
A minimum of 4 participants are required to run the program

Thursday, February 25, 2021
Art &amp; Soul  Exhibition at the VPAG by SD#22 Secondary Students
Date and Time: Thursday, February 25 10:00 a.m.  5:00 p.m.

Art & Soul SD#22 Secondary Students
Art and Soul is the annual exhibition by School District 22 Secondary Students. Artwork
created by the students, displays a maturity of handling various mediums and more
importantly, demonstrates a strong conceptual approach.
Join us at the Vernon Public Art Gallery to view this exhibition.
Monday  Friday 10:00  5:00
Saturday  11:00  4:00

We Cannot Say It Is There, And Yet We Cannot Say It Isn't  Exhibition at the VPAG by Scott Bertram
Date and Time: Thursday, February 25 10:00 a.m.  5:00 p.m.

Scott Bertram is introducing a new body of largescale abstract paintings in the exhibition titled We Cannot Say It Is There, And Yet We Cannot Say It

Isn’t at the Vernon Public Art Gallery. The paintings in the exhibition are very enigmatic and autonomous in that they do not reference the known world in any
way. Formally, the paintings are akin to other nonrepresentational structures which reference and construct deep space. Bertram’s paintings are
ambiguous in the sense that they portray space which is often contradictory and the visual structures do not lend themselves to verbal interpretations
which is always an issue with nonrepresentational abstraction. This fact is also reflected in Bertram’s mode of operation while creating images without a
preconceived idea what the painting will look like once considered finished.
His painting process relies on setting up circumstances for the chance and accidents to occur, then accepts the outcomes as a partial solution of his
pictorial propositions.
We acknowledge the support of the Canada Council for the Arts.

Visit the Vernon Public Art Gallery to view this exhibition.
Monday  Friday 10:00  5:00
Saturday  11:00  4:00

Sushi Night @ Range Lounge &amp; Grill (Predator Ridge Resort)
Date and Time: Thursday, February 25 04:00 p.m.  9:30 p.m.
Enjoy fresh housemade sushi every Thursday at Range Lounge & Grill between 4:00  8:00pm.
Our own Chef Eric Lee is an amazing sushi chef and prepares a variety of sushi dishes, always fresh and beautifully presented.
Plus enjoy member pricing on all domestic draft beer!
Reservations are strongly recommended. Book online at: PredatorRidge.com/Reserve

Friday, February 26, 2021
Art &amp; Soul  Exhibition at the VPAG by SD#22 Secondary Students
Date and Time: Friday, February 26 10:00 a.m.  5:00 p.m.

Art & Soul SD#22 Secondary Students
Art and Soul is the annual exhibition by School District 22 Secondary Students. Artwork
created by the students, displays a maturity of handling various mediums and more
importantly, demonstrates a strong conceptual approach.
Join us at the Vernon Public Art Gallery to view this exhibition.
Monday  Friday 10:00  5:00
Saturday  11:00  4:00

We Cannot Say It Is There, And Yet We Cannot Say It Isn't  Exhibition at the VPAG by Scott Bertram
Date and Time: Friday, February 26 10:00 a.m.  5:00 p.m.

Scott Bertram is introducing a new body of largescale abstract paintings in the exhibition titled We Cannot Say It Is There, And Yet We Cannot Say It
Isn’t at the Vernon Public Art Gallery. The paintings in the exhibition are very enigmatic and autonomous in that they do not reference the known world in any
way. Formally, the paintings are akin to other nonrepresentational structures which reference and construct deep space. Bertram’s paintings are
ambiguous in the sense that they portray space which is often contradictory and the visual structures do not lend themselves to verbal interpretations
which is always an issue with nonrepresentational abstraction. This fact is also reflected in Bertram’s mode of operation while creating images without a
preconceived idea what the painting will look like once considered finished.
His painting process relies on setting up circumstances for the chance and accidents to occur, then accepts the outcomes as a partial solution of his
pictorial propositions.
We acknowledge the support of the Canada Council for the Arts.

Visit the Vernon Public Art Gallery to view this exhibition.

Monday  Friday 10:00  5:00
Saturday  11:00  4:00

Oyster Night @ Range Lounge &amp; Grill (Predator Ridge Resort)
Date and Time: Friday, February 26 04:00 p.m.  9:30 p.m.
Every Friday is Oyster night at Range Lounge & Grill.
Every week, enjoy a new varietal and selection of BC oysters, all from sustainable sources and prepared by our Chef's.
DRINK FEATURE: 1/2 price on StoneBoat Bubble Boat Brut bottles
Reservations are strongly recommended. Book online at: PredatorRidge.com/Reserve

Snowshoe Under the Stars Fridays @ SilverStar Mountain Resort
Date and Time: Friday, February 26 05:30 p.m.  8:00 p.m.
Dialed Rides has partnered with SilverStar Mountain Resort and Okanagan Sleigh and Wagon to offer some amazing events:
Snowshoe Under the Stars  Every Friday night until March 12th
Visit Dialed Rides website to reserve your tickets!

Saturday, February 27, 2021
Art &amp; Soul  Exhibition at the VPAG by SD#22 Secondary Students
Date and Time: Saturday, February 27 11:00 a.m.  4:00 p.m.

Art & Soul SD#22 Secondary Students
Art and Soul is the annual exhibition by School District 22 Secondary Students. Artwork
created by the students, displays a maturity of handling various mediums and more
importantly, demonstrates a strong conceptual approach.
Join us at the Vernon Public Art Gallery to view this exhibition.
Monday  Friday 10:00  5:00
Saturday  11:00  4:00

We Cannot Say It Is There, And Yet We Cannot Say It Isn't  Exhibition at the VPAG by Scott Bertram
Date and Time: Saturday, February 27 11:00 a.m.  4:00 p.m.

Scott Bertram is introducing a new body of largescale abstract paintings in the exhibition titled We Cannot Say It Is There, And Yet We Cannot Say It
Isn’t at the Vernon Public Art Gallery. The paintings in the exhibition are very enigmatic and autonomous in that they do not reference the known world in any
way. Formally, the paintings are akin to other nonrepresentational structures which reference and construct deep space. Bertram’s paintings are
ambiguous in the sense that they portray space which is often contradictory and the visual structures do not lend themselves to verbal interpretations
which is always an issue with nonrepresentational abstraction. This fact is also reflected in Bertram’s mode of operation while creating images without a
preconceived idea what the painting will look like once considered finished.
His painting process relies on setting up circumstances for the chance and accidents to occur, then accepts the outcomes as a partial solution of his
pictorial propositions.
We acknowledge the support of the Canada Council for the Arts.

Visit the Vernon Public Art Gallery to view this exhibition.
Monday  Friday 10:00  5:00
Saturday  11:00  4:00

Family Saturday with the Vernon Public Art Gallery
Date and Time: Saturday, February 27 01:00 p.m.  3:30 p.m.

Selfportraits  Inspired by Art & Soul
REGISTER HERE
Due to Covid19, the Vernon Public Art Gallery is happy to bring you our popular family programming virtually!
Join us via Zoom to engage in an accessible and fun art activity inspired by our current exhibitions.
Kelsie, our Learning and Community Engagement Curator will start the workshop off by touring the current exhibition that is on display. She will
then walk you through a handson art activity inspired by the artwork.
After registering for the workshop, participants are encouraged to stop by the gallery to grab accompanying art kits filled with supplies for the
handson activity component. Contactless pickup will be in place and participants will receive instructions via email once registered.
The cost is $5 for members or $9 for nonmembers.
This month we will start our session off with a quick tour of our annual High School exhibition Art and Soul. Focusing specifically on selfportraits,
our art educator will walk you through a portrait drawing exercise where we will use multiple media to create our own unique selfportrait.

Date Night @ Range Lounge &amp; Grill  Predator Ridge
Date and Time: Saturday, February 27 04:00 p.m.  9:30 p.m.
Relax and unwind every Saturday evening this Winter with a delicious 3course dinner paired with featured BC wines and a special someone for
date night.
Just $45 for a 3course dinner includes a shared appetizer, 2 entrees and 2 desserts.
DRINK FEATURE: 1/2 priced featured wines
Reservations are strongly recommended. Book online at: PredatorRidge.com/Reserve

Full Moon Snowshoe &amp; Dinner Tours @ SilverStar Mountain Resort
Date and Time: Saturday, February 27 05:30 p.m.  9:00 p.m.
Dialed Rides has partnered with SilverStar Mountain Resort and Okanagan Sleigh & Wagon to offer some amazing events:
Full Moon Snowshoe & Dinner Tours. Tours can be combined with dinner at the Wild Horseman's Cabin and a return sleigh ride.
Visit Dialed Rides website to reserve your tickets!

Sunday, February 28, 2021
We Cannot Say It Is There, And Yet We Cannot Say It Isn't  Exhibition at the VPAG by Scott Bertram
Date and Time: Sunday, February 28 10:00 a.m.  5:00 p.m.

Scott Bertram is introducing a new body of largescale abstract paintings in the exhibition titled We Cannot Say It Is There, And Yet We Cannot Say It
Isn’t at the Vernon Public Art Gallery. The paintings in the exhibition are very enigmatic and autonomous in that they do not reference the known world in any
way. Formally, the paintings are akin to other nonrepresentational structures which reference and construct deep space. Bertram’s paintings are
ambiguous in the sense that they portray space which is often contradictory and the visual structures do not lend themselves to verbal interpretations
which is always an issue with nonrepresentational abstraction. This fact is also reflected in Bertram’s mode of operation while creating images without a
preconceived idea what the painting will look like once considered finished.
His painting process relies on setting up circumstances for the chance and accidents to occur, then accepts the outcomes as a partial solution of his
pictorial propositions.
We acknowledge the support of the Canada Council for the Arts.

Visit the Vernon Public Art Gallery to view this exhibition.
Monday  Friday 10:00  5:00
Saturday  11:00  4:00

Art &amp; Soul  Exhibition at the VPAG by SD#22 Secondary Students
Date and Time: Sunday, February 28 10:00 a.m.  5:00 p.m.

Art & Soul SD#22 Secondary Students
Art and Soul is the annual exhibition by School District 22 Secondary Students. Artwork
created by the students, displays a maturity of handling various mediums and more
importantly, demonstrates a strong conceptual approach.
Join us at the Vernon Public Art Gallery to view this exhibition.
Monday  Friday 10:00  5:00
Saturday  11:00  4:00

Pizza &amp; Caesar Special @ Pallino's (Predator Ridge Resort)
Date and Time: Sunday, February 28 11:00 a.m.  9:30 p.m.
Every Sunday enjoy 30% off on all pizzas at Pallino's. Pair along with a Caesar (in a can) for just $5 (regular price $7).
Place your order for pickup or for free delivery to any Predator Ridge address.
Place your order online or call us at: (250) 5033405

Monday, March 1, 2021
Art &amp; Soul  Exhibition at the VPAG by SD#22 Secondary Students
Date and Time: Monday, March 1 10:00 a.m.  5:00 p.m.

Art & Soul SD#22 Secondary Students
Art and Soul is the annual exhibition by School District 22 Secondary Students. Artwork
created by the students, displays a maturity of handling various mediums and more
importantly, demonstrates a strong conceptual approach.
Join us at the Vernon Public Art Gallery to view this exhibition.
Monday  Friday 10:00  5:00
Saturday  11:00  4:00

We Cannot Say It Is There, And Yet We Cannot Say It Isn't  Exhibition at the VPAG by Scott Bertram
Date and Time: Monday, March 1 10:00 a.m.  5:00 p.m.

Scott Bertram is introducing a new body of largescale abstract paintings in the exhibition titled We Cannot Say It Is There, And Yet We Cannot Say It
Isn’t at the Vernon Public Art Gallery. The paintings in the exhibition are very enigmatic and autonomous in that they do not reference the known world in any
way. Formally, the paintings are akin to other nonrepresentational structures which reference and construct deep space. Bertram’s paintings are
ambiguous in the sense that they portray space which is often contradictory and the visual structures do not lend themselves to verbal interpretations
which is always an issue with nonrepresentational abstraction. This fact is also reflected in Bertram’s mode of operation while creating images without a
preconceived idea what the painting will look like once considered finished.
His painting process relies on setting up circumstances for the chance and accidents to occur, then accepts the outcomes as a partial solution of his
pictorial propositions.
We acknowledge the support of the Canada Council for the Arts.

Visit the Vernon Public Art Gallery to view this exhibition.
Monday  Friday 10:00  5:00
Saturday  11:00  4:00

Curry Night @ Pallino's (Predator Ridge Resort)
Date and Time: Monday, March 1 11:00 a.m.  9:30 p.m.
Every Monday enjoy Chef's Sanjaya's featured curry at Pallino's. Pair along with a bottle of Predator Ridge's private label white wine for just
$19.95.
Place your order for pickup or for free delivery to any Predator Ridge address.
Place your order online or call us at: (250) 5033405
http://calendar.tourismvernon.com

